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Programa	de	Social	Studies	

I.-				DATOS	INFORMATIVOS			 	

SECCIÓN:	PRIMARIA	 	

DEPARTAMENTO:		HUMANISTICA	

CURSO:	2	EGB	

AÑO	LECTIVO:	2020-2021			

PROFESOR:	SONNIA	VITE	 	

PELFIL	DE	EGRESO: 	
At the end of the year, students will be able to feel part of their country through the 
construction of individual and social identity from the earliest levels and in the closest 
environment: the family, the school, the community, the neighborhood, the parish, the 
canton and the province, experts as geographical, social and cultural spaces; the 
spatial-temporal location, the orientation and prevention of possible natural risks, 
linked to the valuation of coexistence as an indispensable condition to achieve any 
human objective through collective and solidary work. 

	

II.-			CONTENIDOS	PROGRAMÁTICOS	

UNIDAD Y CONTENIDO FECHA 

Unit 1: Who we are Abril – Mayo 

1.1 Living in family: Intro  

1.2 The members of my family  

1.3 The members of my family: Roles  

1.4 Families are different  

Unit 2: Where we are in place and time Junio - Julio 

2. 1 Where my house is  

2. 2 References to get home  

2. 3 My address  

2. 4 Map of my house  

Unit 3: How we express ourselves Julio - Agosto 

3. 1 Duties and rights at home  

3. 2 Taking care of our school  

3. 3 Relationship among classmates  
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3. 4 People in our school  

Unit 4: How the world works Septiembre - Octubre 

4.1 My school as a second home  

4.2 Characteristics of my school  

4.3 History of my school  

4.4.Location and map of my school  

Unit 5: How we organize ourselves Noviembre - Diciembre 

5.1 My family helps and looks after each other  

5.2 I love my family  

5.3 Roles of every family member  

5.5 Our responsibilities at home  

Unit 6: Sharing the planet Diciembre - Enero 

6.1. Characteristics of my neighborhood and my location.  

6.2 Community helpers in my neighborhood.  

6.3 Neighbors respect each other.  

6.4 Neighbors respect and cooperate among others.  

	


